Abstract -This paper proposes power supply assessment model of renewable energy generators(REG). The REGs have uncertainty of resource supply. Therefore, the REGs have probabilistic power characteristics. The analytical probabilistic power assessment model of the REGS is developed in this paper. This paper is focused on Wind Turbine Generator(WTG) and Solar Cell Generator(SCG). The assessment model based on probabilistic model considering uncertainty of resources(wind speed and solar radiation) is developed. The power is assessed from expected value based the proposed model. The proposed model is applied two simple systems, which have a WTG or a SCG in this paper.
Introduction
The renewable energy generators(REGs) with uncertainty of resource supply are dramatically increased in world recently. While the power supply of conventional central controllable load dispatching generator(CCG), which can be estimated and controlled, is used for supply reserve power or load dispatch of Independent System Operator(ISO), the REGs are operated independently with power supply control center(PSCC). Therefore, the REGs are categorized as central uncontrollable or no controllable load dispatching generator (NCCG).
Additionally, because of the uncontrollable circumstances of the REGs, some situations such as intermittent and dramatic power change of the REGs may yield controller or operators of the PSCC to make more difficult operation of power system. The difficulty comes mainly from the reasons that the power output uncertainty of a most of NCCG depends on weather condition according to REG's place and resources supplied time. It makes the PSCC to predict the power output very difficulty. If the REGs are not in-cooperated with ESS during the period of source supply, it is certain that the generators using renewable energy source supply the uncertain and various power output.
If the power supply of the NCCG, which are recently enlarged and small scale, is estimated more precisely, the operation reserve power can be estimated in valuable.
Relatively higher power reliability may be certified. The system operator, further more, can handle as like as new load dispatchable generator. If the power supply of the NCCG is estimated, also, it is possible to evaluate operating reserve power in valuable. Therefore, it is important to develop power supply assessment system of wind turbine generator, solar cell generator and tidal generator, which characterize uncertainty of supply of resources. Especially, the accuracy of the non-central load dispatching generator power supply assessment system is determined by the methodology. It is closely related to the predict precision of the weather. Contemporary system largely contributes to develop the model but the uncertainty of the machine or the flexibility of the power output curve according to the weather condition are necessary. Therefore, visible and objective non-central load dispatching generator estimation tool which enables system operator at load dispatching center is desperately required to certify more reliable power system operation. This paper proposes an algorithm and model which can assess the power supply of wind turbine and solar cell generators. The proposed power supply prediction model is based on analytical method combining the power characteristics function and probabilistic resource supply function of the REGs. Eventually, the proposed model will be extended to power estimation system of REG's in near future.
Power Supply Assessment Methods of the REGs
The conventional four types of domestic and abroad prediction model of the REGs are: Looking into developing state of prediction system abroad based on former methods follows:
-Denmark: Considerable contribution to decrease system operating costs owing to the practice of wind power prediction technology. In 1994, practical use of wind power prediction tool WPPT. 
Supply Capacity Assessment Model of Wind
Turbine and Solar Cell Generators.
Probabilistic output prediction model of wind turbine generator[1,2]
Fig . 2 shows the output curve of wind turbine generator which has broad using range contemporarily. The theoretical output of wind turbine generator is explained at equation (1) . As you see in theoretical output equation of wind turbine generator, the output of wind turbine generator depends greatly of wind speed. However the actual output of wind turbine can't produce the electric power infinitely according to equation (1) . At the equation (1) coefficients of the curve A, B and C between the cut-in speed an the rated speed are calculated speed as equation (2), (3) and (4).
Generally, the wind speed is changed greatly according to space and time. Until now, the distribution of wind speed is known to be presented as Weibull probability distribution similar to normal probability distribution and the model is already developed. After getting the output probability distribution function of multi-state wind turbine generator which combines wind power model considering the uncertainty of wind power source supply, and wind turbine generator output characteristic model, to calculate the expectation output using previous value is encouraged. Fig. 3 explains that the state of acquiring multi-state. Available capacity probability distribution function of wind turbine generator is followed by combing wind speed probability density function and wind turbine generator's output curve. In this figure (PSWbi, PBSWbi) mean output and wind speed of wind turbine generator when the wind speed is SWbi, wind speed of i wind speed band. The equation (5) formulates predicted output expectation EPkt at t time zone of k wind farm according to numerical analytical solution suggested by this research, ρki is set of wind speed on k wind farm in certain time period t. 
Probabilistic output prediction model of solar cell generator[3,4]
The input and output curve of the solar cell generator isn't well known. In this paper approximated outputequation according to the change of solar radiation is used as equation (6) [3, 4] . The approximated output curve of solar cell generator efficiency according to the changes of the temperature and solar radiation affecting the out put of solar cell generator can be made as shown as Fig. 4 . 5 demonstrates that the state of getting multi-state available capacity probability distribution function of solar cell generator after combing solar cell generator output curve and solar radiation probability distribution function. Pi and PBi means that the input and solar radiation of solar cell generator when solar radiation of i solar radiation band is SRbi. Available capacity probability distribution function of solar cell generator can be induced a the equation (7). ( )
( , ) P PB 3 3 ( , ) P PB Fig. 5 . Combining of solar radiation distribution model and output curve in order to make the available capacity probability distribution function of solar cell generator.
Study Case
In this study used generator output and weather data(wind speed and solar radiation) in April, 2014.and weather forecast data is April.25 to 26,2014 In the case of solar generator, an error ranging from around 60MWh to 100MWh is visible in reference to overall per-time output by using the per-time table.
Probabilistic output prediction of wind power generator
In the case of wind generator, an error ranging from around 30MWh is visible in reference to overall per-time output by using the per-time table. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the method of estimating supply capacity of wind and solar generator was introduced through the use of output forecasting method by considering the Weibull probability distribution function. Also, this paper introduced the development of a system that can forecast the non-scheduled generators output of the next day by inputting the previous day's weather forecast data. In future researches, if errors in wind forecasts can be reduced and output errors can be mitigated through studies in rainfall probability conversion method of solar generator, REGASII will enable the acquisition of estimation standards of appropriate power supply capability for real operations.
